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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the Document 
The purpose of this service instance description document is to provide an operational 
description of the specific service instance. 

 

The aim is to document the key aspects of the service instance. This includes: 

 identification and summary of the service instance 
o reference to the design description 
o identification of the service instance 

 service instance details 
o operational details 
o specific interaction pattern 

 release notes  
o feature list 
o bug list. 

 

1.2 Intended Readership 
This service instance description document is intended to be read by service consumers in 
charge of selecting the service instance to consume. 
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2 Service Instance Identification 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a unique identification of the service instance and 
describe where the service is in terms of the engineering lifecycle. 

 

Name Baltic Navigational Warning Service 

ID urn:mrn:stm:service:instance:sma:bnw 

Version 0.1 

Service Specification ID urn:mrn:stm:service:specification:sma:vis 

Service Specification Version 2.2 

Service Design ID urn:mrn:smt:service:design:sma:vis-rest-2.2 

Service Design Version 2.2 

Description The service provides Navigational Warnings in the 
Baltic region and Swedish T&P info. Notices within 15 
nautical miles from each side of the route is sent to 
the ship and individual warnings are sent only once. 
The service is recommended to be set as subscriber to 
ships monitored route. 

Keywords NW, Navigational Warning, Baltic, S-124, T&P 

Provider Swedish Maritime Administration, SMA 
urn:mrn:stm:org:sma 

Status Released 
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3 Service Instance Details 

3.1 Overall description 
DISCLAIMER:  
The Baltic Navigational Warning service is not intended to relieve the service users from 
ordinary receipt of Maritime Safety Information (MSI) as part of the Global Maritime Distress 
and Safety System (GMDSS), which every ship, while at sea, has to comply to. Since the 
service is intended to be used for test and validation purposes during the STM Validation 
Project the Swedish Maritime Administration, as service provider, cannot guarantee any 
service level or take any responsibility that all relevant warnings and information are provided 
by the service.  

 

The purpose with the Baltic Navigational Warning service is to provide the service consumer, 
i.e. ship, with only those warnings that are relevant for that specific route that they intend to 
sail/are currently at and at the time specified in the route schedule. Moreover, the warnings 
will be displayed directly in ECDIS and automatically deleted when they are expired and no 
longer valid.  

The benefits are: 

- Reduced workload – No need to manually plot positions/areas received by 
NAVTEX/voice communication at ENC/paper chart. This allows the navigator to 
concentrate on safely navigating the ship 

- Increased safety of navigation – According to London P&I Club Insurance inspections 
regularly find deficiencies in managing navigation warnings and notices to mariners 
as officers fail to implement navigational safety notices. By providing the notices 
directly to ships ECDIS manual work and risk of missing important information is 
reduced and T&P notices can be received digitally already before sent out as ENC 
updates. In addition all Temporary and Provisional (T&P) Notice to Mariners are not 
sent out today which means that full ECDIS ships, sailing paperless, do not get all 
notices.  

- Reduced human errors – As warnings are provided digitally and seamlessly shown 
directly on ECDIS possible human errors possible errors in misunderstandings and 
manual plotting can be avoided. 

- Increased Navigational Warning focus - Since only notices relevant for the planned 
and/ or actual route will be sent to the ECDIS, the Officer On Watch can concentrate 
on these and need not bother with warnings issued outside the adjacent areas. 

 

The service provides safety notices to ships in S-124 format. The S-124, navigational 
warnings, product specification is being developed by an IHO Correspondence Group with 
the purpose to submit it for endorsement. Before being mature for endorsement the STM 
Validation Project will serve as one of the testbeds to validate a draft version of the 
specification. 

The service is initiated when a ship shares its Voyage Plan (VP) with the Baltic Navigational 
Warning service. In response, the Baltic Navigational Warning service initially provides the 
ship with all related safety notices within 15 nautical miles on each side of the route 
centerline and then continuously all updates within route corridor. Notices outside of the 
route corridor are considered not relevant and will not be sent to ship.  

When ship has left the service coverage area, the Baltic Navigational Warning service stops 
sending updates to the ship. More operational details are to be found in paragraph 3.5, 
functional description. 
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The Baltic Navigational Warning service provides the following navigational safety notices: 

 Coastal warnings - Navigational warnings that apply to open waters are classified 
as coastal. The same information that today is transmitted on NAVTEX.  

 Local warnings for Swedish waters and Finnish waters - Warnings that apply only to 
waters inside the belt of the skerries are regarded as local. Today transmitted only on 
VHF.  

 Temporary and Provisional notices for Swedish waters 

NOTE: weather/ice information is not provided by the service.  

 

3.2 Service coverage 
The service covers the following area: 

 The Baltic sea area 

 
Figure 1 Service coverage area 

 

3.3 Required input 
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The incoming Voyage Plan must be an RTZ version 1.1 with STM Extension according to the 
VIS Design 2.2.  

The Voyage Plan must include a schedule, which can be of type manual or calculated. 

3.4 Output from the service 
The output from the service is Navigational Warnings in S124 v0.0.7 format according to the 
VIS Design 2.2. 

3.5 Functionality description 
Intended usage of the service is that the ship adds the service as subscriber on their 
monitored route. The purpose with having the service as subscriber is to reduce the need for 
manual request operations by OOW and reduce the risk of missing to use the service. If the 
ship would like to see notices already during voyage planning the planned route can also be 
sent on OOW request i.e. a “send once command”. When voyage plan is received by the 
service, the consumer/ship is added in a subscription list for Navigational Warnings in the 
Baltic Sea area. The ship will initially receive all active warnings within 15 nautical miles from 
each side of the route centerline, see Figure 2, and then continuously receive updates, new 
and cancelled messages until the route leaves the service coverage area and subscription is 
removed by the service.  

 
Figure 2 Example of relevant notices based on distance to ships´ route 

The notices are not limited to specific transmission times but are sent as soon as warnings 
are registered in Sweden Traffic. Functionality is built into the service so that the ship will 
receive an individual notice only once e.g. if ships´ next route is also affected by the same 
notice it will not be re-sent. Consequently, it is recommended that OOW does not delete 
received notices in case they could be relevant for the next voyage. 

If a Navigational Warning belongs to several areas or if it not assigned to a specific (in 
Sweden traffic the Swedish management systems for Navigational Warnings) area it will be 
sent out as if it concerns all sub-areas i.e. if a route passes any sub-area will receive the 
warning. 

The service will remove the ship from subscription list when the ship has: 
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 Left the service coverage area, according to the Voyage Plan schedule and 
waypoint locations  

 The Voyage Plan is inactivated onboard the ship  
 The Voyage Plan is finalised (the ship has arrived to a destination/port in the 

service coverage area) according to arrival time at last waypoint 
 If a new Voyage Plan is shared with the service without prior plan being 

inactivated the service will use the last plan received and filter so that no 
duplicate messages are sent to the ship 

As an example a ship that departs from the Mediterranean Sea with a Voyage Plans that 
goes into the Baltic will receive all active warnings when they call the service and updates 
throughout the voyage. A ship with a voyage in the opposite direction will only receive 
updates until they leave, based on waypoint geography and arrival time, the service 
coverage area. 

 

How received notices are handled in each STM compatible ship system are described in 
respective user manual but the common requirements are that the ECDIS/bridge system 
should be capable of: 

 Display received areas 
 Handle updated notice area 
 Delete notices when expired/obsolete 

3.6 Dynamic description 
Interaction with the service is initiated from the ship by sending a Voyage Plan. The service 
then responds by sending back relevant Navigational Warnings. 

 The service is searchable through the Service Registry  
 Ship will request safety notices by uploading (sending) their voyage plan to the Baltic 

Navigational Warning service 
 The Baltic Navigational Warning service will return a list of safety notices by 

uploading area messages (S-124) to the ship  

 

Interacting with the Baltic Navigational Warning service is done through the VIS public 
interface UploadVoyageplan. The warning messages are returned to the ships VIS public 
interface uploadArea. For further details about the interface, see the VIS documentation 

3.7 Allowed operations 
The Baltic Navigational Warning Service is based on the Voyage Information Service design 
version 2.2, but only handle a set of the methods. 

 

The service handles interaction on the following methods: 

Operation Method Allowance/handling Comment 

Receive voyage plan in RTZ uploadVoyagePlans Yes RTZ v1.1STM 

Receive STM text messages uploadTextMessage No  

Receive area (S124) messages uploadArea No  
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Return list of voyage plans on 
request 

getVoyagePlans No  

Accept subscription request subscribeToVoyagePlans No  

 

The Baltic Navigational Warning Service does not nominate actors internally, but will respond 
with new or updated navigational warnings when receiving uploaded voyage plan to the 
service. 
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4 Release Notes 
 T&P notices included in the second version. 
 Finnish Local Warnings included in third version 
 Changed service behaviour to individual notices only sent once per ship. Only 

notices within 15 nm from the route sent out. Service description changed to 
be set as subscriber to monitored route. (2019-02-14) 
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[1] Service Documentation 

Guidelines 
01.00 E2 Deliverable D3.4 - Service 

Documentation Guidelines 
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6 Acronyms and Terminology 

6.1 Acronyms 
Term Definition 
  
  
  

 

6.2 Terminology 
Term Definition 
Service The provision of something (a non-physical object), by one, for the 

use of one or more others, regulated by formal definitions and 
mutual agreements. Services involve interactions between 
providers and consumers, which may be performed in a digital 
form (data exchanges) or through voice communication or written 
processes and procedures.  

Service Consumer A service consumer uses service instances provided by service 
providers. All users within the maritime domain can be service 
customers, e.g., ships and their crew, authorities, VTS stations, 
organizations (e.g., meteorological), commercial service providers, 
etc. 

Service Instance One service implementation may be deployed at several places by 
same or different service providers; each such deployment 
represents a different service instance, being accessible via 
different URLs. 

Service Instance 
Description 

Documents the details of a service implementation (most likely 
documented by the service implementer) and deployment (most 
likely documented by the service provider). The service instance 
description includes (but is not limited to) service technical design 
reference, service provider reference, service access information, 
service coverage information, etc. 

Service Interface The communication mechanism of the service, i.e., interaction 
mechanism between service provider and service consumer. A 
service interface is characterised by a message exchange pattern 
and consists of service operations that are either allocated to the 
provider or the consumer of the service. 

Service Operation Functions or procedure which enables programmatic 
communication with a service via a service interface. 

Service Provider A service provider provides instances of services according to a 
service specification and service instance description. All users 
within the maritime domain can be service providers, e.g., 
authorities, VTS stations, organizations (e.g., meteorological), 
commercial service providers, etc. 

 


